both depend on the concept of major and minor functions which in turn are defined in terms of generalized derivatives and dérivâtes. The upper and lower Cr-derivates occurring in the definition of the CrP-integral of f(i), are given in terms of a Cr_iP-integral. The CTPintegral is thus defined inductively, the CVP-integral being the well known Perron integral [4, p. 201 [5] , and James [2] was able to show that CrP-integrability implies <Pr+1-integrability.
In particular James proved that the indefinite cPr+1-integral is equal to an (r-rT)-fold integral in which the innermost integral is an indefinite CVP-integral, the next one an indefinite Cr_iP-integral, and so on, the outermost integral being an indefinite CoP-integral. This note demonstrates the factor, dependent on r, by which the CrP-(definite) integral differs from the cPr+1-(definite)
integral.
Theorem. Letf(f) be CrP-integrable over [ -b, b] , where r is a positive integer ; define f for all other real t by extending it to be periodic with period 2b. Let m be (r-1)/2 if r is odd and (r -2)/2 if r is even, and let 
